Voices
The Teacher
On Being Human

One of the great feats of classroom
teaching, especially at the secondary
level, is to achieve a balance between
being a teacher and being human. I
am still working on this after 20 years.
When I first entered a classroom, I
was well aware of the "Don't Smile 'til
Christmas" dictum, and I meant to
follow it. But it never suited my style.
By Day Two, I was past smiling and up
to grinning. Who could resist relating
to the hulking machine-shop kid com
plete with grease-lined hands and
"Ford Beats Chevy" stenciled on his
jean jacket who leaned back after my
first 20-minute lesson and whispered
approvingly, "You done good"?
Twenty years later, my students are
still making me smile. This year when
I was out for surgery, the get-well
cards with messages like "Roses are
red/Violets are blue/John Donne isn't
the same/Without you" and "Does this
mean we don't have to do our docu
mented essays? Get well soon anyway"
evoked smiles even in my hospital
room.
When I teach I often cross the line
from teacher to human being, because
I can't resist inserting personal anec
dotes into English Literature lessons.
For instance, when Samuel Pepys'
Diary begins to induce terminal tor
por, I switch to Mr. and Mrs. Dombart
who, like Mr. and Mrs. Pepys, argue
over neatness and spending money.
When we do Pope's Epigrams, I use
stories about my children, who often
exemplify that a little learning is in
deed a dangerous thing.
When I slip out of my mold and
become a person with family and
problems, the whole atmosphere of
the class changes. Heads raise, eyes
open and look straight at me, and if
I'm really on a roll, they look at each
other, nod, laugh, and even share
some incidents of their own. We be92
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come a little community instead of a
series of desks.
But the paradox of being more hu
man in class is that it forces me to be
more teacher when class is not in
session. Such openness strikes a chord
in the many attention-hungry and
needy students who are pan of my
load. So Curt in his camouflage outfit
begins to linger to share with me his
computer graphics, his Star Trek liter
ature, even his transliterations of
Runes; and Lisa is there at 7:30 a.m. to
tell me how much she hates her moth
er's boyfriend and why she wants to
have her own baby. And I can't take it.
There is not enough time nor energy
to be friend, and therapist, and teach
er—and teacher is what I am. So I am
unresponsive to Curt and retreat be
hind my pile of unchecked essays, and

I edge Lisa politely to the door and
remind her that she should talk to the
school social worker or to her guid
ance counselor.
Doing this gives me a class-A guilt
trip. I feel like a hypocrite, like the
priest in The Exorcist who loved man
kind while praying in his room but
was repulsed by the beggar in the
subway. 1 contemplate assuming a
straight subject-matter, task-oriented
teacher pose in class, but I can't do it.
I can't give up those moments of relat
ing person-to-person and having my
class become a community. And I
don't know how else I could get
through Pepys.D
Patricia McDanlel Dombart is an En
glish Teacher, Butler Senior High School,
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In the February IMUC ...
"Connections"
Educational Leadership presents an exerting collection of ways to combine educa
tional innovations, including
• a thoughtful overview of how to integrate innovations, with hints on how to
succeed, by Tom Guskey
• a report on how schools in Baltimore, Maryland, and East Islip, New York, are
integrating thinking skills and mastery learning, written by Daisy Arredondo,
James Block, Joan KozJovsky, and William Smith
• an explanation of the relationship between what we call "thinking skills" and
what others call "philosophy," by Barry Beyer
• comments by David Perkins on the connections between content and thinking
in an interview by Ron Branch
• insights into constructivism—which we predict you'll be hearing more about—
by Jacqueline Grennon Brooks.
Plus the newest view of the Marzano model for integrating programs, "Dimensions
of Learning," based on ASCD's Dimensions of Thinking.
COMING IN MARCH: "Reading and Writing"—a broad perspective on those
1 traditional foundations of literacy, including reports on whole language, assessment,
"Writing to Read," and the Foxfire movement
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